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1. INTRODUCTION. 
This note is concerned with the problem of adaptive pole placement of deterministic systems without 
external excitation. We consider a linear plant with only one input and observed state. The problem 
we then want to study is the asymptotic assignment of the closed-loop poles in a pre-described 
configuration by means of adaptive state feedback. The proposed algorithm is based on direct estima-
tion of the plant-parameters and the certainty- equivalence principle. Since identification takes place 
in closed-loop the true system cannot be identified without external excitation. However it will be 
shown that because of the chosen control objective, closed-loop identification causes no extra 
difficulties, which is in contrast with adaptive LQ control (see [4]). 
Since no external excitation is added, it cannot be expected that the state trajectory will span the 
whole state-space. Therefore the concept of excitation subspace will be introduced to analyse the pro-
posed algorithm. 
This work is motivated by two approaches of adaptive stabilization that appeared in the literature. 
The first is the model reference adaptive control method (see for instance [5]). The other approach has 
been presented in a series of papers which culminated in [2]. The first method was developed for sys-
tems in input/output form, whereas the second works in state space. In both cases stability results are 
derived without imposing conditions on exciting signals. Here we make an attempt to derive a weak 
form of self-tuning. 
A shorter version of this paper is [3]. 
A serious difficulty is caused by the fact that we consider systems in state space form and try to 
identify the (A,b) parameters. During the estimation procedure all estimates have to be reachable in 
order to be able to calculate the control law to be applied. This problem has not yet been solved and 
will be commented upon elsewhere in the paper. 
We start with a description of the class of systems under consideration and of the control problem. 
Next we present our algorithm. We will then formulate our main theorem followed by its proof, 
which is distributed over several lemmata. We end with some concluding remarks. 
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2. PRELIMINARIES. 
Consider the following time-invariant finite dimensional linear system: 
Xk+I =Axk + buk' (2.1) 
where (A,b)EE: = {(A,b)EIRnxn XIRnxJ I (A,b) reachable}. 
n 
Let A:= {Ai. .. ,A,,} CC be such that AEA ~ XEA. Define oEIR[X] by: o(X)= IT<X ->.;). 
i=I 
Define/: E ~ IR 1xn by: 
f(A,b):= -[0 ... 01] [b:Ab: .... :An- 1b]- 1o(A) (2.2) 
Then the characteristic polynomial of A +bf (A,b) is exactly o and moreover since the system is 
single-input f (A,b) is the only feedback law with that property. (see [6]). 
Suppose now that the true value, say (A 0,b0 ) of the system-parameters is not known. Then the 
question arises how 'much' we should know about them to be able to control the system as desired. 
Of course it will be enough to know f (A 0 ,b0 ), but we will see that this is not the minimum informa-
tion we need. 
In this paper we want to present an algorithm based on direct estimation of (A 0 ,b0 ) and the cer-
tainty equivalence principle. This structure causes certain identification problems (see [4]). In the fol-
lowing theorem the best possible situation for an estimate (A,b) is studied. 
THEOREM 2.1 Let (A,b)EE and 'Ya linear subspace of IRnxn such that: 
i) For all vE'Y: (A 0 +b0f(A,b))vE'Y 
ii) For all vE'Y: (Ao+bof(A;b))v =(A +bf(A,b))v 
Then: 
for all v E'Y: f (A,b)v = f (Ao,bo)v. 
PROOF Suppose that Ac IR and that >-;=l=>-1 for all i=l=J. Let 'Y be one-dimensional. Then 'Y is gen-
erated by an eigenvector v of (A +bf (A,b)) corresponding to let's say >.:=A;. Hence 
(Ao+b 0f(A,b))v =>.v. Suppose (A 0,b0) is in standard controllable form. Then v =[I,>., .. ,An-If. The 
spectrum of A 0 +b0f(A 0 ,b0 ) is by definition off equal to A. Hence >. is an eigenvalue of 
(A 0 +b0f(A 0,b0 )), and there exists v such that (A 0 +b0f(A 0 ,b0 ))v=>.v. It is easy to see that v =µ.v, 
for some µ.=l=O. Hence (Ao +b0f (A 0,b0 ))v =(Ao +b0f (A,b))v. Since b0 =1=0, we conclude that 
f (A,b)v = f (Ao,bo)v. 
If dim'Y> l, then 'Yhas a basis of eigenvectors and the above reasoning gives the result. For general A 
the proof goes along the same lines, but then one has to study several different cases. We skip the 
details. 
COMMENT. Suppose we have an estimate (A,b) of (A 0 ,b0 ), according to the certainty equivalence 
principle we will then apply uk = f (A,b )xk. The resulting closed -loop system is: 
xk+1 =Ao +bof(A,b))xk 
Whereas on the basis of our guess we would predict: 
xk+ 1 = (A +bf(A,b))xk 
Suppose now that for all k we have xk +I = Xk +I ' this is in some sense the best situation we could 
have. For once we have an estimate (A,b) with that property, the observed data will not give rise to 
any update of the parameter estimates. Define V: =span { xk}, then it can be checked that V satisfies 
the conditions of Theorem 2.1 and hence we conclude that for all vEV, f(A,b)v = f(A 0 ,b0 )v. In 
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particular: f (A,b)xk = f (A 0 ,b0 )xk> for all k, or otherwise stated the applied input equals the desired 
input. 
Summarizing: In order to control the system (2.1) as desired, it is not necessary to know (A 0 ,b0), 
nor is it necessary to know f (A 0 ,b0 ), we only need to know the action off (A 0,b0 ) on the active part 
of the state space. · 
3. DESCRIPTION OF THE ALGORITHM. 
We will introduce the algorithm Ainquctively. Choose the initial guess (A 0 ,b0)E§ of (A 0 ,b0 ) arbi-





Ch + 1 is an p.ffip.e subvpriety of Rnxn+nx 1• Hence we can take (Ak +i.bk + 1) to be the orthogonal pro-
jepticin of (Abbd on Gk + 1 in Rn xn +n x 1• This procedure is equivalent to the following recursion for 
(Ak,bk): 
A A 2 2 -I A 
bk+1 =bk+ (llukll +llxkll) (xk+1-xk+1)uk 
Uk= f (Abbk)xk 






COMMENT. The algorithm is based on two ideas. The first is concerned wit,.h the 11nalysis 2f tpe invari-
ant point~ of theAalgorithm. From the above description it follows that (Ak+1>bk+i)=(Ak,bk) if and 
only if (Ak,bk)EGk+I· Define G:={(A,b)IA +bf(A,b)=A 0 +b0f(A,b)}. Then certainly every ele-
ment of G is an invariant point of 3.2. It follOJ'S Jrom Theorem 2.1 that (A,b)EG implies 
f (A,b)= f (A 0 ,b0 ). Hence if all the limit points of {(Ak,bd}kEru are in G, then we have achieved our 
control objective. 
The second motivation is the following. Suppose at time k we have the estimate (Ak,bk) of (A 0 ,b0 ). 
The certainty equivajenc;:e principle tells us to act as if we were sure about (A 0 ,b0 ) and hence we 
shouldA apply uk = f (Ak,bdxk to the real system. After having done so we observe the new state xk + 1• 
Now Gk+I is exactly the set of those parameters (A,b) that are able to ~xplaip the observed data 
(1cbxk+l>uk)· Since obviously (A 0 ,b0 )EGk+I> it is naturalA toA choos~ (Ak+l>bk+i) somewhere in 
Gk + 1• The reason t1!at J'e take the orthogonal projection of (Ak>bk) on Gk + 1 is that as a direct conse-
quence ll(A 0 ,b0 )-(Ak,bk)ll converges. The idea of orthogonality was already used in [l], where it was 
derived from a certain stochastic approximation algorithm. Here we choose it as a starting point 
rather than as a consequence. 
One further remark has to be made. The algorithm 3.2 only makes sense if (Ak,bk) is reachable for 
eyery k EN. Throughout the paper we w!ll ~ence make the following assumptions: For all k EN, 
(Ak>bk)EE, and also all limit points of {(Abbk)}kEN are in E. 1.:he )irst assl!_mP,.tion is not really a 
limitation, for it is not difficult to see that for a generic choice of (A 0,b0)EE, (Ak>bk)EE for all k. The 
condition on the limit points however is undesirable and should follow as a consequence of the first. 
This point is still under investigation. 
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4. ANALYSIS OF THE ALGORITHM. 
The properties of the algorithm will be derived in several steps. We will need some definitions and 
lemmata before we can draw asymptotic conclusions. First we shall state our main result .. 
THEOREM 4.1 Consider the (controlled) system (2.1,3.2), there exists a sequence of matrices {AdkEN• 
such that: · 
i) xk + 1 =(Ao+ bof (Ak>bk))xk 
=(Ao+ bof (Ao,bo)+ Ak)xk) 
ii) limAk=O 
k.-oo 
COMMENT. Theorem 4.1 tells us that asymptotically the action of the closed-loop matrix is identical 
to that of the optimal closed-loop matrix. It should be noticed that we do not claim that the real 
closed-loop matrix converges to the optimal one, but only as far as the action on the real state-
trajectory is concerned. This weaker form of convergence is not surprising if we realise the fact that 
the estimation procedure only receives information about the action of the real closed-loop matrix on 
the state-trajectory. We propose the te~m ~weak self-tuning' for this kind of behaviour. Self-tuning 
would have implied that lim A 0 +b0f(Ak,bk) = A 0 +B0f(A 0 ,b0 ), which we do not claim. 
k->OO 
We shall now state two technical lemmata which we will need in the proof of Theorem 4.1. 
LEMMA 4.2 Let Kcanxn be compact and let t:>O. Then there exists y>O such that for all A EK and 
forallxERn with llAxll;;;;.t:andxTx=l: llAxxTll;;;..y. 
PROOF Suppose the claim is not true. Then there exist AEK and xERn with llAxll;;;;.t:, xTx=I and 
llAxxTll =O. This implies that AxxT =O, which means that either Ax or xT =O, which are both con-
tradictions. 




, if x=FO, and o*:=O. 
LEMMA 4.4 Let {MdkEN be a bounded sequence of matrices in anxn, such that 
lim llMk+I -Mkll=O. Let x 0 ERn be given and define the sequence {xk} by putting: xk+I =Mkxk. 
k.-oo 
Let M1, be a convergent subsequnce of Mk, say klim M1, = M. Define 'X as the linear subspace gen-
-oo 
erated by the limit points of x; +1, where I ranges from 0 to infinity. Then M'XC'X. 
PROOF Suppose x* is a limit point of {x7+1,} for some/. Say limx7+s, =x*, for some subsequence k->oo 
{sk} of {tk}. Then: 
M • l" M • l" l M l" l X = Im l+s,X/+t, = Im II II /+s,XJ+s, = Im II II XJ+l+s, 
k.-oo k->oo X/ + s, k->oo X/ +s, 
. llx1+1+s, II * . llM1+s,X/+s, II • . • • 
= hm II II X1+/+s, = lim II II X1+l+s, = hm llM1+s,X/+s, llx1+1+s, 
k->oo X/ +s, k->oo X/ +s, k->oo 
=llMx*ll limxi+i+s,· 
k->oo 
Hence Mx * E'X. By linearity the result follows. 
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LEMMA 4.5 ll(Ak>bk)-(A 0 ,b0 )11 is a decreasing sequence, hence it converges to some real constant 
R;:;;a.O. 
PRpo!: This a direct A cons~uence of the orthogonal projection feature which assures that 
ll(Ak>bk)-(Ao,bo)ll ;:;;a. ll(Ak + 1,bk + 1 )-(A_o,bo)ll. 
Although Lemma 4.5 is very simple, pot to say trivial, it is the central feature of our algorithm. A 
direct conseque~ce of 4.5 is that (Ak,bk) converges to a sphere with centre (A 0 ,b0 ) and radius R. If 
R =O then (Ak>bk)~(A 0,b0 ) and we are done. In the sequel we shall hence assume that R >0. 
DEFINITION 4.6 
i) Deno~e ~y {{A....i.,l?t)};e1 the s~t 9f limit points of {(Ak>bd}keN· Assume that for every iel 
lim (At' ,bt' )=(A;,b;). Since (Ak>bd cannot make positive jumps bounded from below infinitely 
k-+oo k k -
often without penetrating the sphere to which it was supposed to converge from the outside, I is 
either a singleton or an infinite set. 
ii) Let {xk}keN c!Rn be the state trajectory of the real closed-loop system. Denote by ~the linear 
subspace of llln generated by the limit points of {xZ }. 
iii)Let for every iel, ~be the subspace generated by the limit points of x;+1:, where I ranges from 
zero to infinity. 
The space ~ can be viewed as the excitation subspace of the state space. It reveals the separation 
between fast and slow convergence/divergence. Since it is easy to see that 3.2 depends only on xZ 
rather than on xk itself, it will appear that ~ will be very helpful in the analysis of the algorithm. It 
will be supposed that dim ~>0, since if dim ~=O then xZ =O for k;:;;a.k 0 for some k 0 and then there 
is very little to analyse. 
~ can be interpreted as theA excit11tion spa,_ceAbelonging to (~;,b;).A The re~s~ that we take the 
union over all/, is that since ll(Ak+i.bk+i)-(Ak>bdll~O, lim (A1+r' ,b1+11 )=(A;,b;), for all/. k-+oo k " 
LEMMA 4.7 ~ ~='X. 
ie/ 
PROOF It is obvious that the left hand side is contained in the right hand side. 
Suppose x· is a limit point of {xZ}, say, limx;, =x*. Let for some iel, (A;,b;) be a limit point of 
A " 
k-+OO 
(A 5.,b5.), then x* E~. For arbitrary xe~ the result follows by writing x as a linear combination of 
limit points. 
A A 
PROOF Define Mk:=[(Ak+bkf(Ak,bd)-(A 0 +b0f(Ak>bk))]. Suppose the claim is not true. Then there 
exists t:>O and a sequence {sk} such that: llMs, ll~t: for all k. From 3.2a we see that: 
ll(A 1 +s.,h1 +s.)-(As,.hs.)11 ~(llJ (As,.hs.)x;, 112 + llx;, 112)- 1 llMs,X;,x;: ll;:;;a.C 1 >0. 
This follows fro~ _!he facts that (Ak>bk) is bounded apdJeachable, the continuity off on E, the 
reachability of (A;,b;) and Lemma 4.2. Now denote ll(Ak,bk)-(A 0 ,b0 )11 by rk. Choose 8>0 and let 
k 0 be such that R.,;;_rs, .,;;_R +8 for all k;:;;a.k0 • Using Pythagoras' theorem we see that for all k;:;;a.k0 : 
rs, -r1 +s, ;:;;a.rs, -(rs.2- Cy)11 ;:;;a.R (1-(1-( R C~8 )2)11 );:;;a.C2>0. 
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Since rk is non-increasing we havers, -rsk+, ;;;l!:C2 , which yields: 
Hence there exists k such that rs, <:.R, which is a contradiction. 
LEMMA 4.9 For every iEI and xECX;: [(A;+b;j(A;,b;))-(A 0 +b0f{A;,b;))]x =O. 
PROOF Suppose x* is a limit point of x;+1~, say klimx;+s~ =x*, then from Lemma 4.8 we deduce: 
-->oo 
[(A;+b;f(A;,b;))-(A 0 +b0f(A;,b;))]x* =O. For arbitrary xE'X the statement follows by writing x as 
a (finite) linear combination of limit points. 
COROLLARY 4.10 
i) For every iEI: (A.Q.+_!J0f(A;,b;))6X;C6X;. 
ii) For every i El: f(A;,b;) I~= f(Ao,bo) I~· 
PROOF A A 
i) Take Mk=Ao+b0f(Ak>bk) in lemma 4.4. Since ll(Ak+i.hk+l)-(Ak>bk)ll~O, we have by the con-
tinuity off on E that llMk + 1 - Mk 11~0. 
ii) From Le~a-4.9 we deduce that (A; +b;f(A;,b;)) I~ =(A 0 +b0f{A;,b;)) I~· From i) we deduce that 
(A 0 +b0f(A;,b;))6X; CCX;. The result now follows from Theorem 2.1. 
THEOREM 4.11 
i) Iim ll(f(Ak,bk)-f(Ao,bo))xZll =O. 
k--+oo ,.. ,.. 
ii) lim [(Ao +bof(Ak>bk))-(Ao +bof(Ao,bo))]xZ =O. 
k->OO 
PROOF 
i) Sup:eos~ the claim is not true. Then there exist E>O and a subsequence { sk} such that 
ll(f(As ,bs )-/(A 0 ,b0))x;.11;;;l!:E, for all k. Choose a subsequence {sk} of {sk} such that ~ ). - -
lim(A;.,b;.)=(A;,b;) for some iEI and limxi,=x
0 E6X;. Then by Corollary 4.lOii: 
k--+oo ,.. ,.. _ _ k--+oo 
k
lim ll(f(A;j>;.)-/(A 0,b0))xi, ll=ll(f(A;,b;)-/(A 0,b0 ))x*ll=O, which is a contradiction. The result 
-->00 
follows. 
ii)This is now trivial. 
We will now prove Theorem 4.1: 
PROOF of THEOREM 4.1 : Choose E>O. Denote by sn-I the boundary of the unit sphere in Rn, and 
define B(x,8):={yERn I lx-yl<8}. Let for every x·Esn- 1,gx·ER1xn be such that : 
lgx·x* I ;;;.2E. Define: 
Ox· :=sn-I n B(x* ,8) 
Where 8>0 (depending on x*) is such that: 
xEOx·~lgx·x I >E 
Then {Ox·}x·es·- 1 forms an open covering of sn- 1. Since sn-I is compact we conclude that there 
exist x(1)>····x~) E sn - I, such that {Ox;,,};= l, .. ,p covers sn -I. Define K; as the closure of Ox;il. 
Choose subsequences { s~} of N with the following properties: 
p 00 . 
a) U U {sk} = N 
i=lk=O 
b) i=¥=J=>{S~ }keN n {s{ }kEN = 0 
c) {limit points of x;:} c K; 
Define g (i) : = gx;1 • 
Choose (A;,b;)EE such that: 
Ao +bof(Ao,bo) =A; +b;g(i) 
Define: 
ri: =bf (Ao-A; +bof (Ak>bk)) 
Where # denotes left inverse. bf should be chosen such that bf b0 =¥=0. Then: 
A A 1 . # f(Abbk)=-#-(g'k+b; (A;-Ao)) 
b; b0 
Then for every iE{l, .. ,p} we have by Theorem 4.11 that: 
lim ll(ri-g<n)xZll = lim ll[bf (Ao -A; +bof (Ak>bk))-bf (Ao-A; +bof (Ao,bo))JxZll 
k->00 k->OO 
Since by construction I g (i)x;: I >e, for k sufficiently large, we conclude that: 
lim I ts:xs~ - I I= lim I {is~ -gc;)x;: I= 0. 
k->oo g(i)Xs~ k->oo . g(i)Xs~ 
Define: 
,.J, x I 
. 5~ ~ . a~~ : = --. then: klim a~~ = I. 
g (i)Xs~ ->OO 
Hence: 
A A I f(As~•bs~)Xs~ =bf bo {is~ +bf(A;-Ao))Xs~ 
1 . # 
=--(a'·gc·>+b· (A--A 0 ))x· bf bo S; I I I s, 
- 1 i. # # 
--#-(as• b; (Ao +bof(Ao,bo)-A;)+b; (A;-Ao))xi 
b; b0 • • 
1 . # • 
=bf bo ((a~~ -l)(b; [Ao-A;+bof(Ao,b0)])+b;bof(A 0,b 0 ))xs~ 
bf . . 
=[bf bo ((a~: -l)(Ao-A;))+(a~~ -l)f(ao,bo)+f(Ao,bo)Jxs~ 
Hence: 
(Ao +bof (As~ ,b8J)xs~ =(Ao +bof (Ao,bo)+bo[ bflbo (a~~ - l)bf (Ao -A;)+(a~~ -1)/ (Ao,bo)])x~~ 
Hence define: 
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Because of the properties a, b of the sequences { s~ } , !:l.k is now well defined for every k. Since 
lim!:l.s~ =O, for iE{l, .. ,p}we also have: 
k->oo 
Moreover: 
xk+I =(Ao +bof(Ao,bo)+!:l.k)xk 
This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 4.12 For all x E'X we have: 
(Ao +bof (Ao,bo))x E'X 
PROOF This follows immediately from Theorem 4.1 and Lemma 4.4. 
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Note that the above results are valid whether or not A is contained in the unit disk. But of course 
for stability of the closed-loop system it is needed that A is containep ~ the unit disk. A A 
The theory as presented does not exclude the possibility that (Ak>bk) or even f (Ak,bk) do~s 11ot 
converge. We have only derived results about their limit points. Indeed it could happen that (Ak>bk) 
keeps drifting along a subset of the sphere to which it converges. However this drifting behaviour 
requires very rare properties of the sequence of estimates. For if it moves too fast it enters the sphere 
and if moves too slowly it converges. But the question of convergence versus eternal drifting remains 
relatively unimportant considering Theorem 4.1. 
SIMULATIONS. Extensive simulations have been done for low order systems (n :s;;;6). As could be 
expected convergence gets slower as n increases. Problems with the reachability of limit points have 
not been observed and hence it can be expected that the imposed condition is superfluous. 
4. CONCLUSIONS. 
An algorithm has been proposed and analysed for adaptive pole placement. A weak form of self-
tuning has been derived under the reachability condition on the limit points of the estimates. In a 
forthcoming paper the presented ideas will be applied to a more realistic class of systems, namely 
single-input/ single-output systems with unobserved states. There we will also propose a slight 
modification of the algorithm such that the assumption on the limit points of the estimates can be 
realxed. 
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